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Abstract
Sensor networks can be used in many sorts of environments. The increase of pollution and carbon
footprint are nowadays an important environmental problem. The use of sensors and sensor
networks can help to make an early detection in order to mitigate their effect over the medium.
The deployment of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) requires high energy efficiency and secure
mechanisms to ensure the data veracity. Moreover, when WSNs are deployed in harsh
environments, it is very difficult to recharge or replace the sensor’s batteries. For this reason, the
increase of network lifetime is highly desired. WSNs also work in unattended environments
which is vulnerable to different sort of attacks. Therefore, both energy efficiency and security
must be considered in the development of routing protocols for WSNs. In this paper, we present a
novel Secure and Low-Energy Zone-based Routing Protocol (SeLeZoR) where the nodes of the
WSN are split into zones and each zone is separated into clusters. Each cluster is controlled by a
cluster head. Firstly, the Information is securely sent to the zone-head using a secret key; then the
zone-head sends the data to the base station using the secure and energy efficient mechanism.
This paper demonstrates that SeLeZoR achieves better energy efficiency and security levels than
existing routing protocols for WSNs.
Keywords: Pollution Monitoring, WSN, Security, Clusters, Key Management, Hierarchical
Protocol.
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1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are composed by a large number of low-cost and tiny devices
and are used in many applications including environmental monitoring, weather forecasting,
medical services, military surveillance, tracking objects and so on [1, 2]. However, these devices
or nodes present a set of hardware limitations that do not let them work always unattended. Two
of the most important challenges faced by WSNs are the energy efficiency and security issues. It
is also difficult to ensure the wireless communication as the data in WSNs are transmitted over a
broadcast channel. Attackers can simply eavesdrop, insert, interrupt, and change the transmitted
information which is spread through the medium. When WSNs are physically deployed in
insecure locations, attackers can easily take control over the sensor nodes, recover the
cryptographic material from the nodes to decrypt the information and attack the network by
spoofing any node and sending error messages to all other nodes. Therefore, in order to waste a
node’s battery and deplete its bandwidth with the purpose of disable it, the attackers can
repetitively send packets to the node in order to reach their goal [3]. Therefore, it is desired to
design energy efficient protocols to extend the network lifetime of the WSN [4, 5].
In recent years, researchers have identified some effective schemes focused on increasing the
scalability and the lifetime of the WSNs [6]. They are mainly focused on the use of clusters [7, 8]
and group-based topologies [9, 10]. The energy efficiency and the network lifetime of WSNs are
extremely related to self-organization and clustering mechanism, because of their benefits in
these issues. Furthermore, in cluster-based WSNs, efficiency is further affected by the distance
between sensor nodes and the cluster head (CH) and the distance between a CH and a base station
(BS). Parameters such as the time to select the CHs, the size of the cluster and the workload
balance among clusters are also important to determine the energy consumption of the entire
network.
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Finally, it is important to apply some mechanisms to improve the network performance and the
security issues. This is case of cooperative decision algorithms [11], where the nodes use the
network information and the information provided by the user to take intelligent decisions. These
techniques are applied in several fields, like environmental monitoring [12].
This paper presents a new zone-based wireless sensor network routing protocol for pollution
monitoring called SeLeZor. This protocol also implements several improvements to enhance the
issue of energy consumption and data vulnerability. SeLeZor divides the network area into zones,
and each zone is divided in clusters. Hence, the data are exchanged between intra and inter-zone
communication by using a secure and powerful key at each level in order to identify the
malicious data while maintaining the network performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section 2. Section
3 shows the proposed network model. The details of SeLeZoR are presented in Section 4. Section
5 provides the performance results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work and Motivation
Nowadays, the issue of detecting environmental problems such as the presence of contaminants
and natural disasters is a great concern to the scientific community. Nonetheless, there are very
few proposals where researchers develop systems and design protocols focused on these issues.
However, we found hundreds of proposals about protocols that could be applied for environment
monitoring. Thus, this section presents some proposals focused on the development of protocols
for environmental monitoring systems.
T. Jain [13] presented a proposal which senses multiple attributes in an environment for
producing an alarm if any absurd condition is predicted. The proposed WSN is focused on
detecting tsunamis. The author proposed the use of a hybrid and bidirectional protocol. In
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addition, the proposal implemented data aggregation to minimize data transmissions, energy
consumption and to be faster. Finally, the protocol is based on the concept of distributed
computing which facilitates the data analysis.
In order to improve the network lifetime of nodes in WSNs several routing protocols have been
developed, including those based on tree, chain, grid, and hybrid topologies among others [14].
Cluster based protocols, in which the sensor nodes in a WSN are divided into a set of clusters or
groups, are most energy efficient [10].
The zone based protocols are also focused on increasing the network lifetime of a WSN by
balancing the workload among clusters [15]. In this distributed architecture, the node with the
highest level of energy in a zone is selected as a Zone Head (ZH), and the node with the highest
level of energy in the cluster is selected as a CH. After performing aggregation, the CH sends the
fused data to the ZH, which then sends them to the BS. This section presents a brief summary of
the most popular cluster, zone and group based protocols for WSNs.
Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol [16] is a hierarchical protocol
specially developed for reducing the energy consumption of the nodes in order to increase the
network lifetime. In LEACH, the nodes are separated into clusters where a node performs its
tasks as the leader or CH node. All non-leader nodes transmit their data to the CH, while the CH
sends data from all the cluster members to the BS. Before this, CH performs the task of data
processing (e.g., data aggregation). LEACH works by rounds. In each round, leader nodes are
swapped over in order to deal the network power consumption. A round consists of two phases:
clusters grouping phase and communication phase. During the phase of clustering, leaders nodes
are selected using a distributed algorithm, and the source nodes tend to join to the nearest CH. In
the communication stage, data are transmitted to the BS.
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L.B. Oliveira et al. investigated security issues and also addressed secure communication among
nodes. They proposed Security Based LEACH (SecLEACH) [17]. We can find two LEACHbased protocols with improved network efficiency called Energy-LEACH [18] and Multi-hop
LEACH [19]. Energy-LEACH (E-LEACH) protocol improves the selection method of the CH by
selecting nodes having more remaining energy as CHs in the next round. The Multi-hop LEACH
protocol, which sends the data to the BS via other intermediate nodes, represents an extension of
the LEACH to save energy in WSNs. Finally, M. Tong, and M. Tang, proposed Balanced
LEACH (LEACH-B) [20] which selects a CH randomly, like LEACH protocol, in the first round.
But it selects a number of CHs by taking the residual energy into account in the second round,
which helps to find optimal number of CHs per round.
Other protocols based on similar principles are PEGASIS [21] protocol and Hybrid Energy
Efficient Distributed Clustering (HEED) [22], which were developed to help to reduce the energy
consumption.
Many researchers are interested on improving the network life time and also addressing security
issues separately [23]. However, the purpose of this paper is to improve the energy efficiency and
the network security using simultaneously a zone-based system. This provides better performance
for upper layer functionality such as number of messages sent, broadcasting, data aggregation,
etc.
In Secure Communications in Group-based Wireless Sensor Networks [24], authors presented a
group based mechanism which divides the communication into intra-group communication and
inter-group communication. The intra-group provides secure communication within the group
while inter-group offers the secure communication between different groups. Due to limited
memory and processing capability of sensor nodes, the symmetric cryptographic technique with a
single key for all members of the network was used.
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A. Noack [25] proposed a solution for alarming issues in dynamic networks, e.g. flexible
memberships, group signatures and distributed signatures. In some cases, this kind of solutions
includes some mechanisms to increases the network lifetime. This is the case of N. Nasserel et al.
[26], who proposed a Secure and Energy Efficient Multipath Routing Protocol (SEEM) which
provides multipath communication between two nodes while the network lifetime is increased.
Finally, we can find several proposals for environmental monitoring based on WSNs. This is the
case of C. Alippi et al [27] who presented a marine environmental monitoring system based on a
WSN characterized by the use of energy harvesting. The system is based on a star topology
where nodes perform the local transmission from sensor nodes to the gateway and data is stored
in a DB for real-time visualization. The entire system used a power-aware and adaptive TDMA
protocol for the local transmission that guarantees robustness and adaptability to network
changes. The hardware and software were selected to guarantee high quality of service (QoS),
optimal solar energy harvesting, storage and energy awareness. The monitoring system was
deployed in Queensland, Australia, for monitoring the underwater luminosity and temperature to
control the health status of the coralline barrier.
Finally, L. Parra et al. [28] proposed a system based on a smart algorithm which was able to
detect, track and locate pollution stains, such as oil spills. The system was composed by wireless
nodes that were able to move towards the end of the stain seeking its edge. Nodes use IEEE
802.15.4 protocol and the Global Position System (GPS) to estimate the final position of the
stain. Finally, authors tested the operation of the system, using the routing protocols Ad hoc OnDemand Distance Vector (AODV) and Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV). The
results show that the system registers better behavior when reactive protocols were used.
Unlike existing systems, our proposed system’s security technique not only improves the security
of the data exchanged in the network but also avoids the presence of malicious users. Moreover,
6

the zone based technique helps to improve the energy-efficiency in both sparse and dense
environments.
3. System Parameters and Network Features
This section describes our network architecture and how it works. For simplification, we are
going to use a circular sensor network which contains several sensor nodes and one BS (See
Figure 1). The following assumptions are taken:
o The network consists of N nodes.
o BS is in the center of the network.
o All the nodes and the BS are static.
o Nodes are equally distributed in the network.
o All sensors are location aware, i.e., nodes can send the information of their location to the
BS in the initialization phase.
o Initially, all sensor nodes have a unique Identificator (ID) and a secret key.
o All nodes sense the data and send the information to the CH.
o The packet size has L bits.
o The CH aggregates the data.
o The energy consumption in data gathering process is lower than the energy of reception or
transmission process.
o CH sends the aggregated data to the ZH.
o The transmitted energy depends on the distance (from the source to the destination) and
the size of the data packet.
o For simplicity, initially, all nodes have the same energy level
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Fig.1 The network structure of SeLeZoR
In this case, the following tasks are assigned to each kind of node:
o Member Node (MN): Senses the data and transfers the information to the CH.
o Cluster Head (CH): Performs data aggregation, encryption of the data sent by the nodes
belonging to its cluster and sends these data packets to the Zone Head (ZH).
o Vice Cluster Head (VCH): It takes the role of the CH in case the CH has low energy.
o Zone Head (ZH): Receives messages from CHs and transmits these data packets to the
BS.
o Vice Zone Head (VZH): IT takes the role of ZH in case of ZH low energy.
o Base Station (BS): The BS is very powerful and has the biggest computational capacity.
The fact of assigning different roles to the nodes allows us to simplify the network management
and reduce the power consumption due to the processing and sending data.
4. SeleZoR Description
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This section presents a detailed explanation of our proposed SeleZoR scheme. This section also
includes some mathematical expressions and pseudo-codes used to implement our protocol.
In order to improve the energy efficiency and have an efficient storage and key establishment, the
entire network is distributed into zones and clusters. The division of the network into zones is
carried out by the BS. This division allows decreasing the number of messages sent to the BS.
These zones are further divided into clusters. The clusters have unequal size. The clusters further
away from the BS have greater sizes than those clusters nearer to the BS. Therefore, cluster heads
nearer to the BS can reserve some energy for the inter-cluster data transmission. Each zone has a
ZH and each cluster has a CH. Because ZH and CH have several responsibilities, their energy is
consumed faster than MNs. Therefore, their chances of death are higher than of the rest of nodes.
If the energy level of ZH and CH goes down below a certain threshold value, the proposed
technique introduces the VZH and VCH to overcome this issue [29, 30] (See Fig 1).
To ensure a secure communication between WSN nodes, various kinds of keys are established
and defined by the key management system. All types of communication have to be secured in
order to ensure the entire WSN. For the secure communication, the secure keying procedures
proposed in this paper offer a combination of different kind of keys and ensure that the nodes,
CH and the ZH (using these keys) route securely the messages to their last hop, i.e., the BS.
4.1. Key management system
It has been demonstrated that the use of a single keying technique is not secure enough to ensure
all the message types that circulate through the WSN. Key management is the procedure in which
keys are formed, stored, transmitted, used between approved parties and removed when they are
no longer needed [31, 32]. Key management creates essential keys that offer integrity, privacy,
and confirmation services. Due to the sensor node energy constraints and limited memory
resources, sensor networks cannot use complex security algorithms. The main aim of key
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management is to be sure that WSN security requirements are met by encoding messages and
authentication of nodes when the connection process is performed. For securing the entire WSN,
all types of messages need to be secured. Before presenting the keys used in this paper, the
different kind of WSN communication messages have to be presented. These are:
o Zone Head/Vice Zone Head to Cluster Head/Vice Cluster Head or Cluster Head/Vice
Cluster Head to Zone Head/Vice Zone Head communication messages
(ZH/VZH : CH/VCH or CH/VCH : ZH/VZH)
o Zone Head to Vice Zone Head or Vice Zone Head to Zone Head communication
messages
(ZH : VZH/VZH : ZH)
o Cluster Head to Vice Cluster Head or Vice Cluster Head to Cluster Head communication
messages (CH : VCH/VCH : CH)
o Cluster Head/Vice Cluster Head to Node communication messages (CH/VCH : N)
o Node to Cluster Head/Vice Cluster Head communication messages (N : CH/VCH)
o Zone Head/Vice Zone Head to Base Station communication messages (ZH/VZH : BS)
o Base Station to Zone Head communication messages (BS : ZH)
For secure communication the following keys are used.
o Secret Key (Ks): It is initially used by every node. Ks is used for (N : BS)
communication.
o Network KEY (Kn): Kn is used for (BS : Z) communication.
o Head Key (Kh): Kh is used for (ZH/VZH : CH/VCH) as well as (CH/VCH : ZH/VZH)
communication messages.
o Neighbor Head Key (Knh): Knh is used for (ZH : VZH) as well as (VZH/ZH, CH : VCH,
VCH : CH) communication messages.
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o Cluster Key (Kc): Kc is used for (CH/VCH : N) communication messages as well as (N :
CH/VCH) communication messages.
o Zone Key (Kz): Kz is used for (ZH/VZH : BS) communication messages.
4.2. Key Usage
It is necessary that all nodes identify their own key Ks. The Initial Message (IM) sent by the
member node to the CH is shown in expression 1:
Message(M) = { Kc, TS, IM}

(1)

Where Timestamp (TS) is used to avoid message repeating. The initial message from a node is
encrypted using Kc to communicate with CH. CH encrypts the aggregated data using the Kh and
sends the message to the ZH. The format of the message is shown in expression 2:
CH Message(CHM) = { Kh,{ Kc, TS,aggregated (M)}}

(2)

ZH communicates with BS and encrypts the message (See expression 3) using the Kz:
ZH Message(ZHM) = { Kz,{ Kh,{ Kc, TS, (CHM)}}}

(3)

When a MN sends a message to its CH, the CH checks that the message has a key. If it finds the
key, the message is decrypted using the key Kc. Otherwise the message is discarded since it can
possibly be generated by an attacker who is trying to have access to the network.
4.3. Setup Phase
In the deployment phase of the network, all nodes are equally deployed in a specific region. All
nodes have a unique ID and a secret key, the same initial energy and equal processing and
communication capacity. When the BS achieves a specific power level, it broadcasts a welcome
message. Every node can estimate their distances to other nodes and to the BS based on the
received signal strength from them. All network nodes send their ID and current location to the
BS using the initial secret key (Ks). BS creates a table and saves the information of each node
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and according to the nodes’ location, the BS generates the zones and clusters. BS uses the
algorithm 1 to divide the network into zones and the unequal clusters.
//Variables definition
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

N total no. of nodes //100
Z total no. of zones //4
NZtotal no. of nodes in each zone //25
TAZtotal number of nodes in all zones //100
CZclusters in a zone //4
NCnodes in a cluster //6
TCZtotal clusters in all zones //16

Z N/NZ
TAZ Z*NZ
CZNZ/NC
NCNZ/CZ
TCZZ*CZ
Algorithm 1. Pseudo-Code to carry out the Clustering setup phase
The BS also chooses the ZH for each zone and the CH for each cluster according to their location
in the zones and clusters. Then, the BS chooses the nearest MN as a VZH and VCH, respectively.
After that, the BS sends a message to each zone to identify the ZH, VZH, CHs and VCHs of the
clusters in its zone. The CH sends a message to all nodes in the cluster to announce which node is
the CH and VCH. The selected CH broadcasts an announcement message to its neighbor nodes.
During a specific interval of time the neighbor nodes collect the announced message and then
they send a “join REQ” message to the nearby CH. The “join-REQ” message is received by the
CH and builds a list of CH members. The MN receives and save the message for data transfer
[33]. The nodes of the same cluster try to find each other using the “Neighbor finding phase’.
When the neighbors are recognized, each node stores the information on their neighbors in the
‘Neighbor info table’. After “Neighbor finding phase” is finished, the security keys are
distributed in the network, see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 . Communication Algorithm
4.3. Base Station Algorithm
This subsection presents the BS algorithm and how it works to carry out its tasks. BS initiates the
routing process once the clustering, the distribution of nodes in zones and the key distribution are
performed. When the sensor nodes send a join request to the BS, the secret key (KS) is used for
encrypting this request. Then, the BS is only able to decrypt the request message from actual
nodes of the network. After authenticating all nodes, BS issues the network key (Kn). If a node
joins the network, it has to send a request to the BS for acquiring the Kn. This request, which is
encrypted by the Ks, is sent by all the nodes to the BS. BS sends the Kn to the requesting nodes
and encrypts it with the Ks. Only realiable nodes can decrypt messages by using the Kn. After
that, BS sends a message to the ZH using the zone key (Kz). This message contains information
in regard to the ZH-ID, VZH-ID, CH-ID, VCH-ID. The ZH receives this message encrypted by
the key Kz. In this case, the received message contains the information of their corresponding
clusters. On the other hand, the cluster receives an encrypted message (using the cluster key (KC))
from the ZH and this message contains the information of the CH-ID and the MNs. If the data is
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successfully decrypted, the network will stop the process, else the message is discarded. Any
other result will generate the packet discard.
Finaly, if BS needs to broadcast any message to all the nodes, this message will be encrypted
using the Kn.
If any retransmission is needed, the messages will be sent as broadcast messages to all nodes.
Algorithm 2 shows the explained process and how this protocol works. Fig. 3 shows the process
through which the nodes are identified and validated.

a.

foreach 𝑁 do
// N represents the number of the sensor nodes
1. MN (𝑖) →𝐵𝑆= 𝐸 (𝑀, 𝐾s)
2. 𝑀𝐵𝑆= D (𝑀, 𝐾s)
3. If (𝑁 (𝑖) not Valid) then stop process
4. else
5. 𝑀𝐵𝑆→ N (𝑖) = E (𝐾𝑛, 𝐾s)
6. MN (𝑖) = D (K𝑛, Ks)

foreach 𝑍𝐻 do
1. M𝐵𝑆→ZH (𝑖) =E (𝑀, 𝐾z)
2. 𝐼𝑀𝐵𝑆→𝑍𝐻(𝑖)= 𝑀(𝑍𝐻 - 𝐼𝐷, 𝑉𝑍𝐻 - 𝐼𝐷, 𝐶𝐻 - 𝐼𝐷, 𝑉𝐶𝐻 - 𝐼𝐷)
3. IM 𝑍𝐻 (𝑖) = D (𝑀, 𝐾z)
4. IMZH (𝑖) →C
5. 𝐼𝑀𝑍𝐻 (𝑖) →= (𝐶𝐻, 𝑀𝑁𝑠, K 𝑐)
6. If (decryption successful) then stop process
7. else discard msg
8. Compute M =D (M, 𝐾𝑛)
If (retransmission needed) then broadcast
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code used by the protocol to work
b.
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BS cluster/zone
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dedicated TS

CH
TDMA scheme
Create TDMA
scheme

Phase

Fig.3 SeLeZoR setup phase flow chart

4.4. TDMA schema phase
SeLeZoR uses the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technique in order to efficiently use
the transmission channel. The TDMA phase is created by the ZH. TDMA Time Slots (TS) are
shown in Fig. 4a.
ZH arranges TDMA scheme as follows:
TSs for MNi:
1) Two TSs are allocated for CH Data Aggregation (CHda) and CH Data Sending (CHds)
2) Last two TSs are assigned for ZH Data Receiving (ZHdr) and ZH Data Transmit (ZHdt)
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In the steady state phase, once the CH decides to give up its role in favor of the VCH, as an
alternative to create a new TDMA, the VCH uses the same TDMA already created, but creates
new TSs for CH and gives CH TSs, as shown in Fig.4b. When the ZH gives its role to the VZH,
instead of creating a new TDMA, the VZH uses the same TDMA already created, but it only
changes the last two TSs, as shown in Fig.4c.
Then, the ZH announces its TDMA scheme by sending a message to its CHs holding the assigned
TS. Each CH sends the TDMA scheme message to its MNs. Once MNs collect this message all
nodes know their assigned TSs for data transmission and go to sleep till their assigned TS. The
steady state phase is started when the zones and clusters are formed, keys are distributed and
TDMA schemes are created and distributed.
(a)

N1

N2

…

Ni-1

Ni

CHda

(b)

N1

N2

….

Ni-1

Ni

CH

VCHda VCHds

(c)

N1

N2

….

Ni-1

Ni

CH

VCHda VCHds VZHdr VZHdt

CHds

CHdr

CHdt
ZHdr

ZHdt

Fig.4 TDMA Scheme (a) before applying VCH and VZH (b) after applying VCH (c) after
applying VCH and VZH

4.5. Steady state phase
The network needs to know the environment status. For this reason this subsection explains how
the system operates to get the information from the environment.
The MNs sense an area to get information from the environment. Then, all MNs send data about
the environment and the information about their remaining energy to the CH using the minimum
transmission power. In order to determine the exact value of minimum transmission power, MNs
use the received signal strength when advertisement message is received so that, taking into
account this factor, the minimum quantity of energy is used to communicate with other nodes.
Using the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator), we can know the minimum energy needed
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to ensure the correct communication between 2 devices (See Fig. 5), we can calculate the
minimum energy needed to transmit the packets from a node to another (See Fig. 6). In our case,
we have estimated that the minimum energy transmission is that one that warranties a RSSI equal
to -70 dBm. If there is some meteorological factor that can affect the process, [34] these factors
will be taken into account. In this case, we will ensure a RSSI of -60 dBm.

Probability of communication (%)

Ideal signal, difficult Very good signal with
to achieve in practice steady transfer rates
Good link. we can achieve a stable connection to 80%

100
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80
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60
50
40
30
20
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Minimum acceptable signal to communicate:
Breaks in communication

Imposible to communicate

0

-10

-20
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-40
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RSSI (dBm)

Fig. 5 Values of RSSI and its probability of communicating
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Fig. 6 Energy calculation phase flow chart
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Updated information about the MNs is maintained by the CH. Each cluster member can be
switched off until TS assigned to the node reaches. When CH receives all the data from the
cluster members, the CH node performs the task of data aggregation in order to include the
information into a single packet. The packet is encoded and sent to the ZH. The ZH receives
messages from the clusters belonging to its zone and transmits these data packets to the BS.
Transmission between nodes can be done using TDMA, as Fig. 7 shows.
During the data transmission, when the energy level of ZH reaches the 10% of the maximum
value, it must give up its role in favor of the VZH. The ZH sends a message to all clusters in its
zone informing them about the changes of roles between ZH and VZH. Therefore, CHs establish
a connection with the VZH, and VZH starts to listen to the network information, getting and
transferring data packets to the BS. Finally, when the CH energy level reaches values lower than
10%, it gives up its role to the VCH. Before a CH steps down its role, it must broadcast its
decision to all the members in its cluster and to the ZH. In that moment, the current CH becomes
MN and VCH becomes CH and nominates a new VCH. Then, starts receiving, aggregating and
sending data to its neighbor CH (inter-cluster) or ZH till its energy level reaches levels of energy
lower than 10%. After CH and VCH, all Cluster groups can select their own CH based on its
remaining energy. The residual energy of the MNs is included in the data packet from MNs to
CHs.
Based on the information used to the CH election, CHs maintains an energy list. If the CH
presents an energy level lower than the 10%, the node with the next maximum energy level will
be elected as next CH. In this way, if the CH losses its energy during the next repetition, the next
CH will assume the role of the main CH [35, 36].
Fig. 8 shows the message exchange between the network nodes during the process for
determining the next CH. To ensure that our network works properly, the protocol is in charge of
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sending a set of messages to the ZH, VZH, CH, VCH and Nodes. In the first step, the BS has to
send the IDs and Keys used to encrypt the information to the rest of nodes with independence of
their roles. Because the TDMA is implemented by the ZH, this node sends the slot time during
which a node can send data. After the nodes’ authentication, each node sends to its upper node a
request to join the cluster. After this step, the network is created. During the slot time assigned to
each node, they can transmit the collected data. This information is sent from each node to their
upper nodes until the BS registers the data. As Fig. 8 shows, depending on which node generates
the information, the network will generate a set of messages that will be sent to the immediately
upper and lower nodes.
Steady state phase
MNs collect data and send it
to its CH using allocated TS
CH received NO of PKT=NO.MN

CH sends the aggregated PKT to the ZH

ZH send the receive PKT to the BS

No

BS check if
Ech/ zh=Ef

Start new round

Yes

BS check the
current round is
finished

Yes

No
VCH/VZH start

BS sends a message to exchange the
Cluster/Zone guidance to VCH/VZH

Exchange TS VCH/VZH
become a MN

CH/ZH

Node check
status

MN

Establish a connection with
VCH/VZH

VCH/VZH
Take the role of
CH/ZH

Fig. 7 SeLeZoR steady phase flow chart
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Fig. 8 SeLeZor protocol’s working

5. Performance Evaluation
The last important step during the protocol design is the performance evaluation [37]. In order to
emphasize the value to SeLeZoR, we have to estimate and compare its performance with existing
solutions that implement saving energy techniques to prolong the network lifetime and support
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the security mechanisms to ensure data veracity. In order to evaluate the energy consumption of
the computational overhead when security is implemented in communication, we consider six
important factors during the network performance evaluation:


Network Lifetime (i.e. the time of first node dead (FND)): It shows the time during
which the sensor network is completely efficient. Therefore, maximizing the time of FND
will means that a WSN will extend the network lifetime.



The number of alive nodes: The ability of detecting and gathering data in a WSN hang
on the set of alive nodes. Thus, we evaluate the WSN functionality depending on
calculating the number of alive nodes in the network.



Network Energy Consumption: It states the quantity of energy used by a WSN. We
evaluate the difference of energy consumption in secure data transmission.



Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): this value indicates the ratio of the successfully delivered
data packets to the destinations generated by Constant Bit Rate sources.
PDR = Nr / Nt

(2)

Where Nr is the number of data packets successfully received and Nt is the number of
data packets transmitted.


End-to-End Delay: It shows the time needed by the data to reach the destination from the
source.



Energy Consumption: It is expressed in mWh.

Three additional considerations about the WSN status and the compromised node are considered:
(1) A compromised node is present in the network. It has the same basic capabilities as
authentic sensor nodes.
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(2) The compromised node plays a part in the network activities, but it may deliver false data
in its link.
(3) The compromised node may also drop, modify, or divert the traffic that goes through it.
In order to test the performance operation of our protocol and compare it with another one, we
have selected the one who present the closest features. In this case, SeLeZoR has been compared
with SecLEACH [13]. In order to perform the performance evaluation, we have used MATLAB
as a software tool to emulate the operation of both protocols.
5.1. Simulation parameters
In order to evaluate our proposal, we have to assume and determine several parameters. The
values of the parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters used in our simulations
Parameter
Network size
MAC
Routing Protocols
Number of zones
Number of clusters
Number of nodes per cluster
Transmission Rate
Node distribution
Initial energy
Data packet size
Bandwidth
Frequency
Traffic type
Payload size
Number of packets
Propagation limit (dbm)
Path loss model
Antenna type
Channel bandwidth
Transmit Power
Receiving power
Idle power

Value
500 m* 500 m
802.11
SELEZOR and SecLEACH
6
42
3-4
250 m
Random position of nodes as Ad hoc Network
17 J
512 Bytes
2 Mbps
2.4 GHz
Variable Bitrate (VBR)
30 to 70 Bytes
200 Packets
-111.0 dbm
Two ray model
Omni directional
20 Kbps
0.395 W
0.660 W
0.035 W
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No. of Attackers

2,4,6,8,10

One of the most important issues is to know when the network starts to fail. Fig.9 shows the FND
time for the two protocols under analysis. The confidence intervals are applied to the simulation
results. Simulations have been performed with a network of 100 nodes randomly distributed. The
confidence level is fixed at 90%. As we can see, SeLeZor presents the highest FND time (around
185 s) while SecLEACH presents a FND time of 49 s, which indicates that when running
SeLeZor protocol the first node will die later than in SecLEACH. The FND time in SeLeZoR is
larger than SecLEACH due to the security overhead in the computation process which seems to
be lower in SeLeZor.
Fig.10 shows the comparison of the number of alive nodes using SeLeZoR and SecLEACH. The
simulation results make evident that the network lifetime offered by SeLeZoR is longer than the
one offered by SecLEACH.

Number of alive nodes

120
SeLeZor

SecLEACH

0

50
100
150
Time of first node dead (s)

Fig.9 FND time for each protocols

SecLEACH

SeLeZor

100
80
60
40
20
0

200

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700
Simulation Time (s)

Fig.10 Number of alive nodes for each protocol
along the time.

Fig.11 shows the total power consumption of all sensor nodes distributed in the network. It also
shows the stability of energy consumption in the network. The simulation has been performed
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with a network of 100 nodes randomly distributed. In both cases, the energy consumption follows
a logarithmic behavior but SeLeZor presents lower energy consumption along the simulation.
On the other hand, the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) decreases as the network size increases as it
is shown in Fig.12. If we compare the PDR vs. number of nodes, SeLeZoR presents a slightly
higher percentage of delivered packets than SecLEACH.
SeLeZor

SecLEACH

SeLeZoR
% of Packet Delivery Ratio

Total Energy Consumed (mW)

120

100
80
60

40
20

SecLEACH

100
80
60
40
20
0

0
0

0

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700
Time (s)

Fig.11 Comparison of energy consumption in
different protocols

100

200
300
Number of nodes

400

500

Fig.12 Comparison of %PDR vs. Network
Size

Fig.13 shows the End-to-End delay in seconds for both protocols when the percentage of
compromised nodes is increased up to 70%. As we can see, both protocols present a lineal
behavior. However, the difference in End-to-End delay between both protocols is higher when
the number of compromised nodes increases. This proves the efficiency of SeLeZoR security
mechanism.
Fig.14 compares the average power consumption in mWh when the network varies with the
presence of 30 % of compromised nodes. The end to end power consumption decreases in both
protocols because of the operation of the clustering mechanism. The difference between both is
about 100 mWh.
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Fig.13 Comparison of % compromised nodes
Vs. End-to-End delay
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Fig.14 Average end-to-end power
consumption

One of the main features of SeLeZoR is that it minimizes the node capture attacks. Fig.15
illustrates the effect of PDR on the proposed protocol when the number of attacks increases while
packets are sent from source node to the destination node. The proposed protocol keeps the delay
stable between 1 s and 1.5 s. Moreover, SeLeZor keeps stable the delay under various network
attacks. It has also proven that the proposed protocol mitigates the illegitimate user and it is able
to work normally. As a conclusion of these results, we can say that when the number of attacks
increases, the delay also increases.
Fig. 16 shows the PDR when the number of attacked nodes increases. Generally, the PDR
decreases when the number of attacks increases. We can conclude that many packets are dropped
during the communication, so the performance between the source and destination is low. The
results show that our proposed protocol presents higher PDR as a function of the number of
attacks. In addition, SeLeZor presents a PDR higher than 50% when 30 attacks are registered
while SecLEACH only has a PDR of 40% for the same number of attacks. SeLeZor is able to
detect and handle an illegitimate user and can smoothly carry its communication.
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Finally, Fig. 17 shows the network overhead as a function of the number of attacks. Generally, an
increasing number of attacks would affect the routing overhead. However, SeLeZor is able to
manage the increase of the number of attacks while maintains a relatively low routing overhead.

Fig.15 End to End delay vs number of attacks

Fig.16 Packet delivery ratio vs number of
attacks

Fig. 17 Routing overhead vs number of attacks
These results proved that SeLeZor is able to keep the network communication with lower
overhead than SecLEACH and mitigates the intruder actions.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The main objective of a routing protocol scheme in WSN is to keep in mind the energy efficiency
and increase the lifetime of the network [38]. A Secure and Low-Energy Zone-based Routing
Protocol known as SeLeZoR is presented and its performance is evaluated in this paper.
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In SeLeZoR, zones are used in order to reduce communication messages with the BS. Moreover,
CHs use unequal sizes of clusters. The clusters nearer to the BS have smaller sizes than those
clusters away from the BS. For inter-cluster transmission, the CHs nearer to the BS can reserve
some energy and the Clusters away from the BS can reserve some energy for long-distance
transmission. Thus, the energy consumption is lower. This paper also addresses the important
issue of packet loss in the network, which makes the network unreliable. Therefore, SeLeZor has
proposed the Vice Head mechanism for ZH and CH recovery to avoid the Heads from being a
single point of failure. On the basis of the zoning and clustering structure, SeLeZor reduces the
needless waste of energy.
This paper enhances the security and energy-efficiency of WSNs’ protocols. SeLeZoR protocol
provides the secure key management in which all the communication types of WSN are encoded
and authenticated the connecting nodes. Similarly, a zone based technique is introduced for intra
and inter-zone communication, which increases the lifetime of the network.
As future work, we are going to include an intelligent mechanism for security and energy
efficiency using artificial neural network and genetic algorithms [39]. After introducing such
intelligence in the protocol, it would be more adaptive, robust and reliable as well.
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